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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks 
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And 
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on 
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand 
in notebooks. For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest 
Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her 
diaries with it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events,  use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧  Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Preparation
A few words on how this trip came to be.

Day 1: Tuesday, May 8, 2007—Departure
Complications back home give us pause.

Day 2: Wednesday, May 9, 2007—Arrival, Bishop’s Canning
A beautiful home. The Hand of Penitance.

Day 3: Thursday, May 10, 2007— Merlin’s Mount, Stonehenge, Barge Inn
Exploring in the rain.

Day 4: Friday. May 11, 2007—Salisbury, New Inn
Two excellent tours, with just us and a guide.

Day 5: Saturday, May 12, 2007—The Megameet
A new set of friends in a favorite place.

Day 6: Sunday, May 13, 2007—Glastonbury
Fairy capital of the world.

Day 7: Monday, May 14, 2007—Devizes Museum, Uffington White Horse, 
Ridgeway and Wayland’s Smithy
Back to the Stone Age.

Day 8: Tuesday, May 15, 2007—Castle Combe, Lacock, Stourhead, 
Horseshoe Inn
Couldn’t be cuter.

Day 9: Wednesday, May 16, 2007—Return
A transfer day.

The Rocks in our Heads
 Living on the Land

Table of Contents
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Preparation

Preparation

By 2006 or so, our friends Nigel and Jim from the Stone Pages had 
made us part of the Modern Antiquarian web site, their favorite. 
The people posting in the forum there all seemed just as quirky and 
intelligent and passionate about the old stones as Nigel and Jim, so 
when we learned the fifth annual “Megameet” of all the Modern 
Antiquarians would take place in 2007 at Avebury, Loie decided we 
must attend.

I made t-shirts to hand out at the Meet. We 
thought it would be fun to complement our previ-
ous sunrise visit to Stonehenge with a sunset visit, 
so made those arrangements. We were ready to go 
back to Avebury, find some new stones and meet 
some new and old friends.
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Day 1: Tuesday, May 8, 2007—Departure

Day 1: Tuesday, May 8, 2007—Departure

4:25 p.m.
In Moe’s Bar and Grill at the departure terminal at Dulles 

airport, plane on time for 6:22 departure, boarding 5:37 p.m. 
We planned to leave at 1 p.m. (and did). At 12:35 Aunt Dolores 
called—Mother in hospital, no idea why: Aunt Dolores on her 
way to translate. I called the hospital, Mother in emergency 
due to low blood sugar. She yelling at Dad, both confusing 
the nurse as to who Dolores/Loie were. Aunt Dolores called 
again at 2, supposed to be calling again Monday. Mother got 
a bath in the emergency room, has a bedsore, probably will 
be admitted to the hospital.

She fell yesterday; Jeff & Dad got her up. Weak, 42 count 
this morning, so Dad put her in the car & took her to the 
emergency room. I think this will be a good thing—she will 
get good care and Dad can relax for a few days & shop & take 
care of things.

It took us from 1 p.m. ’til 4:20 to get here to Moe’s—dead 
drivers all thru Frederick, chaos at the “easy bag check,” long 
security line. Pompous, officious staff bordering on rude. But 
we’re here & we’re going. Hooray!

6:30 p.m. in the air, London 5 hours ahead.
Mother has a bladder infection & the bacteria affect her 

blood sugar levels. Now that she is in the hospital all is 
expected to be taken care of & there’s no more immediate 
danger.
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Day 2: Wednesday, May 9, 2007—Arrival, Bishop’s Canning

Day 2: Wednesday, May 9, 2007—Arrival, Bishop’s Canning

Arrived LHR about 6:35, on road about 8. Drizzle on the 
drive, but quick & easy, a stop at a “Welcome Break” for 
toilets & coffee.

Passed Stonehenge on the A303, then a huge shopping 
center or convention center kind of development. “Sun…” 
something. Unlikely name for a British establishment.

Arrived Winterbourne Stoke Till/Little Till Cottage about 
10 a.m., maybe a little earlier & found Mike and Ninetta.

Little Till faces Till Cottage across little a gravel parking 
pad. Till Cottage is thatched. A nice little bit of the River Till 
winds along each house. Swans, mallards & one Asian duck 
live there, quite happily, except for an intruder swan. Ninetta 
is worried that the cygnets (baby swans) soon to hatch will be 
trampled & killed in the fighting among the adult swans. There 
are two little dogs: Pip, who is terrified of everything & never 
barks, the other one barks & is full of himself. There are cats, 
met Bea—he is a hunter of baby rabbits. Another cat, she’s 
18+, deaf, calico, skinny. Animal decorations everywhere: a 
metal cat on our low roof, dog door knocker, metal chickens 
on their roof.

We unpacked—cute little house, far enough off road for 
quiet, but easy to get to the A 303 (driveway right off it) & a 
quick drive to Stonehenge.

When Bucky started hauling our luggage up the outside 
stairs of Little Till, Ninetta said, “This is you traveling light, 
eh?” Bucky said, “No, I never travel light.” And we don’t.

The Hearns suggested that if we liked walking, the Boot Inn 
was a mile away & we could walk part of the way going thru 
their field & the public walkway. The walk on the country 
road to Berwick (“Berk”) St. James saw little traffic.

Of course, the Hearns’ very specific directions were soon 
in a muddle in our minds. We walked along a path between 
fields & yards, soaking our feet & pants legs in tall grass & the 
dripping from the trees. It was nice to be walking, but hardly 
spectacular to be passing people’s sheds & backyard mess. We 
came to a place where the path sort of seemed to go on, & a 
small lane went off to the right, toward the road. We decided 
to cut over to the road, rather than slog through even more 
wet grass. It might even have been more congenial walking 
along the road: we could then see a bit of the countryside over 
the fields. No crop circles in evidence.

Pubs here open for food from 12–2:30 & around 6–11. We 
were almost an hour early for lunch, so we walked a few steps 
further to the Old Forge Farm Store, recommended by the 
Hearns. We decided to have lunch, go home, get the car, then 
come back to the farm stop to shop, to avoid carrying a big 
bunch of stuff.

Lunch was fine; the Boot Inn is a Wadsworth pub. I had 
bangers & mustard mash with onions, Bucky had a ham 
Ploughman’s lunch. And beer & cider. Rained on the walk 
home. Back with the car to Old Forge for local cider, wine, 
cheese, oatcakes (!), sausage roll & Wiltshire ham. Then off to 
find Bishop’s Canning & the Hand of Penitance.

That took a while—the turn-off sign for the town was 
posted only on one side, not in the direction we were going. 
As we drove past, Bucky said, “I’ll bet that’s the church 
steeple.” He was right. When it became obvious we’d passed 
our turnoff, we circled back.

We found the Virgin Mary Church, but it seemed to be 
locked. While we were looking around the churchyard, rain 

http://berwickstjames.org.uk/Historyvillagehouses19.html
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Day 2: Wednesday, May 9, 2007—Arrival, Bishop’s Canning

started teeming down. We sheltered in the ancient old church 
porch & found a notice board with phone numbers for the 
church. I suggested writing down the phone numbers of the 
vicar, etc. Bucky suggested we just call, so we did. We ended 
up speaking with the vicar’s husband, who said the church 
was supposed to be unlocked, but he would be over in five 
minutes.

He was right, the door was unlocked! We didn’t know the 
metal ring just needed turning. Or maybe we were trying to 
turn the big ring, when it needed lifting. In fact the door did 
not have a key, but an inside latch—a piece of wood thrust 
thru a metal ring. The church was always unlocked ’til 5:30.

Our visit to the Parish Church of St. Mary, the virgin, 
turned out to be great—Mr. Attwater (husband of Sally 
Anne) was thrilled to give us a personal tour. He was quite 
a character, & he had loads of things to show us. The church 
was mainly built in the early part of the 12th Century: about 
1150. Changes & additions occurred thru the 1st half of the 
14th Century. In 1893, 4 major restorations.

 Of greatest interest (at least, seemingly, to Mr. Attwater): 2 
Elizabethan tables—one serving as the main altar & the other 
in a side chapel. The priest’s apartment with a small arched 
doorway & wooden door leading up to an area above the 
corbeled ceiling, some dirt fill, where the priest slept—sup-
posedly a great honor! We saw an ancient poor box that 
required three keys to be opened—Beth would be envious 
of their security! The keys routine required by canon law in 
some ancient time.

The best was the Hand of Penitence—it is medieval, its 
frame more modern.  There probably was a right hand to 
go with the left hand—with some cheer as opposed to the 

doom & gloomy sentiments of the left hand.*
We saw medieval graffiti on the columns & names of famous 

parishioners scratched into the walls. We saw a closed-up 
window wall designed for giving sacraments to lepers.

Mr. Attwater introduced us to Scratch Dials: crude sundials 
scratched into stonework, used to determine when to ring the 
bells for the times of worship. How such a system could have 
worked in cloudy Wiltshire isn’t clear.

Then home, debating whether to eat in or out, as we still 
had not slept from our f light & arrival. Couldn’t get the 
heat working, put Mike on it. Finally decided to eat out—
Horseshoe Inn at Ebbesbourne Wake, Salisbury—a bit of a 
drive, Cadogan recommendation & a bit hard to find, but we 
did. Drove through some pretty countryside, under a small 
cliff face at one point. Definitely a locals place.

We sat in a small room and soon another couple came in—
Sarah & John. Her 11 year old son loves America—she said 
he’d be so disappointed to have missed meeting Americans. 
Sarah told us to visit the big, old yews—that might a chal-
lenge! This pub was very nice & cozy—Bucky ordered venison 
casserole & we each had a local beer—a Ringwood & a Palma 

* An odd thing is that we don’t seem to have any research on the Hand of 
Penitence. It doesn’t appear in our Cadogan, there are no bookmarks or printouts 
for it. How did we even know it existed? It’s on our handwritten list of Things to 
See, so we must have found it on some online list of offbeat sights, or something.

A web site about the church says: “The church has a wealth of interesting 
features, the most unusual being a piece of furniture variously called a monk’s 
carrel, a confessional chair, or a meditation pew. It is a desk with a painted hand 
of meditation on the back. Inscribed on the hand in Latin are various admonitory 
phrases and this part dates from the 15th century. The other parts appear to be 
17th or 18th century.” It was indeed an odd thing.

http://www.sundialsoc.org.uk/massdials.htm
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Day 2: Wednesday, May 9, 2007—Arrival, Bishop’s Canning

IPA. I had faggots! (meat balls) & we got 4 plates with this—
new potatoes, chips, veg. plate: 2 potatoes, mashed & cheesy 
cauliflower & broccoli. By the time we got home at 10:30 or 11, 
Mike and Ninetta were worried we were tired & had gotten 
into an accident. Back to the pub—Bucky went out for a 
smoke, 3 guys at the door/pub counter. The owner must have 
said, “He’s an American” because one of the men jokingly 
replied, “Oh—I thought he was from Bishopdown.”

A good sleep, comfy bed, heat working.
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Day 3: Thursday, May 10, 2007—Merlin’s Mount, Stonehenge, Barge Inn

Day 3: Thursday, May 10, 2007— Merlin’s Mount, Stonehenge, Barge Inn

Sun this morning at 7:30 but changing to clouds & rain by 
the time we got up at 9:30. Problems with the shower, Ninetta 
distressed. Turned out some previous tenant had tripped a 
circuit breaker, or turned something off. Or maybe Mike had. 
Bea had caught & was eating a bunny—that was traumatic.

Due to rain, we decided to go to Marlborough College & see 
Merlin’s Mount. A slow drive in part due to trucks & farmers. We 
parked in the car park (public) behind Waitrose “gucci” super-
market—did a little spot shopping for OJ, matches & found a 
new edition of Marmite—Guinness! Walked High St.—very 
broad & loaded with shops. Latte on a side street from Bytes. 
Got cash & stamps.

We 1st stopped in the public library/centre, nice library, 
modern. That was on the corner, on our way to the College. 
We ducked in as much to wait out a teeming shower, but of 
course a visit to a library is a routine we don’t want to miss.

Marlborough College—actually a prep/boarding school is 
as Bucky said, what Gilman was trying to be. Looking very 
Harry Potterish, all the boys are in ties & tweed jackets. The 
girls have long or short black skirts, & plaid skirts. No one 
wore rain gear or carried umbrellas, & the kids didn’t at all 
seem to mind they were soaking wet!

At first, without a map, we were stumped trying to find 
the Mount. We had, I guess, expected to be confronted by a 
looming bulk. We entered the College—which is completely 
walled around—through the main gate. We walked onto 
the green, or main quadrangle, & looked around. No Mount. 
Eventually, asking around led us down behind the Chapel to 
a parking lot kind of area, with paved drives all around the 
base of the Mount, lower down than the level of the Green. 

We walked around it, looking up its scrubbily wooded sides, 
kind of bemused at finding this ancient thing surrounded 
by the back facades of college buildings, with truck loading 
docks & all. 

A winding walking path up the hill was made for ladies & a 
grotto installed near the path. Some low key excavations 
have been done, but apparently little concentrated work. 
We went to the library then to the Porter’s Lodge, then to 
Admissions & finally got a photocopy of some info on the 
Mount. We were asked for our passes. No passes! Apparently 
we weren’t supposed to come into the college walls without 
going through a security check—but no one had stopped us 
earlier. Lax!

Now legally admitted & armed with pamphlets, we saw the 
green stained glass window in the chapel (dedicated to St. 
Michael!) designed by Edward Burne-Jones & made under the 
direction of William Morris.

Back to the High street in a little bit of rain for lunch at the 
Wellington Arms Pub—burger (probably not handmade but 
tasty) & house red for me, liver & bacon casserole with Black 
Rat cider, made in Melksham (excellent) for Bucky. Down to 
Wilton House but too late to get in, home to relax, wrote the 
trip diary, drank cider from the Old Forge shop. Windy, wild 
weather for our Stonehenge visit at 7:45.

http://www.megalithic.co.uk/article.php%3Fsid%3D7403
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Day 3: Thursday, May 10, 2007—Merlin’s Mount, Stonehenge, Barge Inn

Stonehenge

We suited up for RAIN, left for Stonehenge—early arrival at 
7:30—early admittance. Just shy of 26 people wandering, & a 
hatless guard standing in the lee of a sarsen upright. We 
walked all around the stones! Blues & sarsens COLD! Sarsens 
lichen covered—don’t remember that but the guard said 
they’re never cleaned. The weather had been gusty squally 
when we arrived, but steadily became real rain, almost pour-
ing rain. People drifted away quickly in twos and threes & by 
8 p.m.—more or less sundown, although no sun was to be 
seen through the lowering clouds—we were alone with the 
overnight guard, Dennis. Private visit—as in no one else but 
us inside Stonehenge!

He was the young fellow who let us in at the gate. He 
works for a private security company  & stays at Stonehenge 
all night, rain or not. Apparently all he has is his walkie 
talkie—no lamp, book, chair, etc. He says he’s not allowed to 
fall asleep. Occasionally on nice nights, especially in warm 
weather, people try to sneak in at night. One guy drove from 
Scotland  & refused to leave. He was warned he would not be 
fined—arrested. He persisted & was arrested.

Dennis says his favorite pub is the New Inn in Amesbury, he 
just tried a new cider he liked. Something like “Coffenburger.” 
Told us he might be there Friday night.

Soaking wet from the elbows and knees out (our plastic 
ponchos did a good job otherwise) we made our way into the 
countryside to find the Barge Inn in Alton Barnes & thereby 
learned a new rule of eating in England. Pubs serve food 
from 6-9 then their kitchens close. The nice young lady 
bartender (young Kathy with red hair & a bandeau) said an 
Indian restaurant might still be open.

So we had cider & beer (but—somewhat bitter) & looked 
for the crop circle displays. We found these in the pool 
room—nice ceiling mural plus photos & drawings of previous 
years’ sightings. Over the front door was hung a chalkboard 
recording that on 4/5/07 Mimi bought a drink for someone 
else. Apparently a red letter day. Another chalk board posted 
the 5 winners of a “meat draw” contest.

We chatted with a fellow about crop circles & Wiltshire. He 
pointed out a lady & her boyfriend who are circle makers. He 
said the elaborate ones are made by projecting a computer 
design by laser from a tall tripod, putting the design in light 
on the crops. He has made some circles & says the simple ones 
are the ones no one can explain or takes credit for & which 
sometimes do “just appear.” He teaches tai chi & said churches 
let him teach there except for the Methodists who say Tai Chi 
is a religion.

Home in the pouring rain, supper of wine (now Spanish—
1st bottle was French; why the change?) sausage roll, Wiltshire 
ham, bread, grape tomatoes, apple, Cheddar & goat cheese. 
Delicious! Bed at midnight.

http://www.the-barge-inn.com/index.php
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Day 4: Friday. May 11, 2007—Salisbury, New Inn

Day 4: Friday. May 11, 2007—Salisbury, New Inn

Up at 8:30, sunny with clouds. At 9:15 clouds moving in.
Phewph! What a day! Weather overall has been good 

today—sun and clouds ’til about noon, then off & on drizzle/
gentle clouds. No downpours like yesterday.

The somewhat cooperative morning weather persuaded 
us to spend the day in Salisbury. Got on the road by about 
10, drove to the car park Bucky found right off the highway. 
Spent several pounds to park until 20:43, which turned out 
to be just about right. Made our way thru cute as a button 
downtown Salisbury along the Avon River, to the centre. We 
didn’t stop to look at anything in particular as we were going 
to be just on time for the City Walking Tour that was our first 
destination. Found the city tourist office with no trouble at 
all, using maps Bucky had printed out as research.

Bought our tickets & waited. I got coffee from the shop 
across the street, Bucky found a public toilet. And waited. 
Finally a blue suited lady came out & asked if we were wait-
ing for a tour. Yes. She went inside & made a call—our tour 
guide had forgotten it was her day, but she’d come over from 
cathedral duty.
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Day 4: Friday. May 11, 2007—Salisbury, New Inn

Salisbury: town center

So by the time she arrived, Helena Wright was around 
an hour late & took us on a detailed, tiny tour. And I mean 
“us:” we were the only two on the tour! Impossible to recall 
everything! Several buildings near the centre—one now a 
shop but upstairs, old woodwork Pete would love to see. I 
took photos, but oh boy! The walls had small sections of 
wattle & daub fill between the beams. That’s how they were 
originally made—later covered by a brick façade. So that was 
some ancient history to see.

Around the corner into The Market Square—still used 
as one as it has been continuously since 1272 or so. Into the 
Charter Hall—1700’s replacing the original which burned 
down somewhat fortuitously after years of discussion of its 
replacement.

The banquet hall to the left had original crystal chande-
liers & ornate plaster mouldings around the ceiling. And a 
fireplace recovered from the old building, & helium balloons 
floating at the ceiling, left over from some recent affair.

Henry (?) was one of the many oil portraits—blinded in 
a shooting accident (did Helena tell us by his father & age 
25?) & went into an illustrious academic career with the help 
of his wife—an early supporter of women’s emancipation. 
Upstairs to the Grand Jury Room to see the City Silver: two 
huge maces, many old serving pieces, & a spoon 5′ long. The 
spoon was used to baste an ox on the occasion of the Queen’s 
Silver Jubilee when 4,000 men were seated for supper on the 
market square. They all paid a fee (of something like four 
pence) to take a turn basting the ox, & £23 was raised for 
charity. A hoof from the Jubliee ox was made into a sauce 
boat & bone handled knives, all on display in the same room. 

1612 from King James City seal on display—one of the rare 
original king’s seals. Beautiful city Charter establishing 
independence. Mayors duties are mostly ceremonial, 1 year, 
charity work. 

Old Sarum is a kind of nickname for Salisbury. In the jury 
room we read a sign explaining the name is an abbreviation 
for Sarieberrie. A way to save paper & time—abbreviating 
frequently used words.

Back out onto Market Square, where Mrs. Wright pointed 
out a diagonal line that’s a public pathway—rebuilding, 
protesting, reestablished. Around the corner: poultry 
cross. Streets devoted to different kinds of shops—fish, etc. 
Mummified hand at Haunch of Venison inn—found in wall 
with playing cards when some kind of work was being done. 
That’s weird!
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Day 4: Friday. May 11, 2007—Salisbury, New Inn

Thomas Beckett Church; Close entrance, cathedral lunch

Thomas Beckett Church, dedicated 1220. The Chough—
raven-like, his symbol. Beautiful litt le church with a 
marvelous fresco—going to heaven on Jesus’ right hand, to 
hell on his left. Jesus sitting on two rainbows, New Jerusalem 
behind him. This is a “doom painting,” paid for by a pilgrim 
who successfully returned from a Santiago pilgrimage in 1475. 
Into the mouth of the hell beast—a bishop, two “crowned 
heads.” Largest in England. St. James bottom left, St Osmond, 
Bishop of Salisbury on right.

Recent carving of St. Thomas looks down on a memorial 
slab of 18th century descendant of Richard le Breton, one of 
the 4 knights who murdered him.

After this church Helena showed us the ley line markers 
recently installed in Salisbury on line running between 
Stonehenge & Avebury. Also the bishop’s mitre on the wall, 
upper level of a corner building—new bishop must robe there 
before going thru the medieval gates into the Cathedral close. 
We then walked through the medieval gates—locked at 11:30 
at night, with constable on guard.

The official tour over, we invited Helena to join us for lunch. 
She checked at home about carpet installation, & as all had 
gone well, we ate in the glass enclosed restaurant/gift shop 
next to the cathedral, our treat. After lunch, she arranged 
for Roger Ayres, a cathedral guide, to give us a tour of the 
cathedral while she went off to the museum. Roger was a tall, 
gentlemanly fellow, who gave us a detailed tour, again for us 
alone. So today we had two private tours!

http://www.salisburycathedral.org.uk/
http://www.salisburycathedral.org.uk/
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Salisbury Cathedral

Some highlights—much of the green medieval glass is 
gone, replaced in the 1800s to give it a “cleaner” more light 
filled look. But windows from the early days & up to 1980 are 
in the church. We saw a medieval clock, working, although 
down on the floor in a glass enclosure. A marble tomb where 
the figure had lain outside for a year, was covered with graffiti.

The weight of the new spire added in the 15th century was 
too great, causing the support pillars to bend—flying but-
tresses were built in the main arches to try to support the 
weight. The big pillars & decorative pillars are of stone that 
formed in the seabed—filled with fossils! The big pillars are 
rounds stacked on each other. Perhaps not the best choice for 
stone: not rigid like granite or something. We could actually 
see the bend in the interior pillars! Kind of spooky to stand 
under them & see them bending, but the place has held up a 
long time.

Medieval choir pews stalls once were closed off with a 
screen topped by a rood.

We visited the Chapter house to see the best copy of four 
remaining Magna Cartas—cool! Beautiful script, 3,000 
words with abbreviations.

A medieval frieze telling stories from the Old Testament 
runs around the walls, with some odd faces underneath, 
including one head with 3 faces. The docent sharply clapped 
her hands a couple of times & berated a young woman who 
had taken out her camera for a photo. We think they’re wor-
ried about flashes fading the MC, but maybe they just want to 
sell more postcards?



































Yes, this pi l lar is  bending. 
Wikipedia says, “Salisbury remains 
the tallest church spire in the UK. 
To this day the large supporting 
pillars at the corners of the spire 
are seen to bend inwards under 
the stress.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salisbury_Cathedral
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Amesbury Archer, evensong; Haunch of Venison supper

Then a quick run across the Close (the green) to the 
museum to see the Amesbury Archer. Helena had alerted them 
we were coming & the lady allowed us in 10 minutes before 
closing at no charge (we gave a donation nonetheless) to 
see the Archer. Met 3 Americans in the foyer, back into the 
rain & to the church for 5:30 Evensong. We sat right up in the 
medieval choir stalls. Bucky became very emotional during 
the service & I knew he was thinking of Yo. Afterwards he 
said, “Yo should have been to this just once. It’s the kind of 
church service she always wanted. I wish I’d known about it 
to bring her.”

After Evensong, we had supper back at the Haunch of 
Venison by the poultry cross, another interesting old building. 
Incredibly low ceilings, crooked walls and floors. Huge old 
planks for floorboards. We found the mummified hand with 
playing cards, supposedly found in a wall during restoration! 
It was in a little niche with a glass panel. Bucky of course had 
venison & I venison bangers, with mash. Delicious!

On the way home, I persuaded Bucky to stop at the New 
Inn in Amesbury—Dennis’ recommended pub. Smoky, very 
local, whiskey in a water glass. Kinda like Severna Park, 
what with Beatles, Dylan, Supremes, etc. on the juke box. No 
Dennis. Maybe he had to work tonight?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amesbury_Archer
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sponsored/foodanddrink/top-100-famous-pubs/8718245/Haunch-of-Venison-Salisbury.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sponsored/foodanddrink/top-100-famous-pubs/8718245/Haunch-of-Venison-Salisbury.html
















The infamous Hand. It was later stolen, and has not been returned.

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/mummified-hand-stolen-from-haunch-of-venison-pub-1921831.html














Saying goodbye to lovely ancient Salisbury and its charming denizens.
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Day 5: Saturday, May 12, 2007—The Megameet

Woke up to sun & clouds again about 8:30—our day for 
the Megameet, Mike gave us folding chairs and a forecast of 
cold, rain & wind. We packed our picnic supplies nonetheless, 
along with the tee shirts, & went to the Old Forge for further 
provisioning. Had to detour back to the house for 2004 pho-
tos, then on up to Avebury.

We were among the first to arrive, but others came shortly. 
Almost as soon as we had parked, Jimit arrived, & we recog-
nised each other right away. Within 45 minutes our group 
swelled to about 20, & all 6 tee shirts were handed out.

We more or less comandeered the Red Lion Well Room with 
our big group. Lots of talk & photos & comments about the 
rain. At least 3 more people (running total over a dozen now, 
this has become an almost constant theme) told us how great 
the weather has been the last six weeks. Someone, perhaps 
Mike our host, told Bucky that this spring was the driest in 
four hundred years. You couldn’t prove that by us, of course, 
so now Bucky mentions that to everyone who commiserates 
with us on our rainy week, saying, “Yes, if you don’t like the 
rainy weather in Wiltshire, just wait four hundred years.” Oh 
brother.

http://www.red-lion-pub-avebury.co.uk/
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Silbury

After lunch everyone wanted a walk—one group to the 
stones, our group to Silbury. This was a VERY wet walk, the 
earth now becoming slick and muddy. Of course it was rain-
ing off & on, & hard for a few minutes. One couple had their 
rescue six year old greyhound, who had to be lifted over the 
stiles. We walked the path thru the fields vs. the dangerous 
road to Sil, as the parking is closed while the NT seals up the 
old excavation tunnels with chalk—this to prevent its col-
lapse. So there was no point in going by road.

Goffick & Jamie pushed on in the rain to try to get to the 
entrance but it was locked. We all toddled back to the Red 
Lion to dry off & talk. A smaller group now & finally we 
disbanded around 6:30 or 7.
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Avebury St. James

Bucky & I walked to the Avebury church to see the font. 
Back at the Red Lion parking lot Bucky commented he felt 
bad he hadn’t replied to Paul’s comments about staying in the 
B & B by the Red Lion.

“We should have made a plan to do something,” he said.
Just then Paul and June came around the corner. She was 
taking the bus back to Swindon (old friends) & he was meet-
ing his brother for supper, who he sees infrequently. He 
recommended we go to the White Horse. His brother offered 
2 other suggestions but Paul insisted we go to the W.H. So 
we did—it’s opposite a modern white horse in Winterbourne 
Bassett. A decent supper, not fabulous, but we did “do some-
thing.” So that was great.

Long slog home but not raining. Nearly midnight & time 
for bed.









The interesting “tub font.” The official line is that Jesus or a bishop is trampling on dragons. Obviously a cross-legged or 
seated figure is being worshipped by them. Or the dragons are biting his knees!

http://history.wiltshire.gov.uk/community/getchurch.php%3Fid%3D11
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Day 6: Sunday, May 13, 2007—Glastonbury

Rain this morning but we decided to go to Glastonbury 
anyway. We left at about 10:30 a.m. and went by way of 
Warminster and Frome. Stopped enroute at a Tesco in search 
of cigarettes—Bucky got Old Holburn rolling tobacco, which 
he apparently last had in Amsterdam in 1972. He says he still 
has the tins, but this time it’s in a plastic pouch.

I got a coffee & a mini pork pie (we had eaten our strawber-
ries enroute) and Bucky had a croissant. Couldn’t get the 
money machine to work—for some unknown reason, refused 
our cards. Drove on to Glastonbury in a downpour. Had 
lunch in a “Who’d of thought It?” chain—decent. Loved the 
mint sauce. When I asked if it was homemade, the server said 
no, they bought it around the corner at Somerset’s—store 
brand—46 pence a small jar, bought two. This was after our 
arrival visit to the Info office for a walking map & advice to 
park for free in Morrison’s—big grocery store—lot. Got cash 
at a bank ATM in Glastonbury, so that was OK.

Glastonbury is fairie central, 24/7. Loads of shops hearkening 
back to hippie days. But we charged on to the Glastonbury 
Cathedral—even in its ruined state it is impressive—581 feet 
long—the longest Cathedral in England. In the dissolution 
of 1539 it was abandoned & fell into a ruin. Much of what was 
once there has been determined, though due to lack of infor-
mation not every structure can be reconstructed & imagined.

One building that has survived is the Abbot’s kitchen. This 
in a corner of the cathedral park. At first we were just going 
to give it a look, but at the door we met a reenactor play-
ing the role of Alyce Cleese from 1538. She worked in the 
kitchen & considered at a good job—she was paid in candles, 
wood, food, wine & spirits—groats. She was so chatty and 

doing such a good job of interpreting we went in and looked 
around, and were glad we did.

It was misunderstood for a long time that though women 
were not allowed in the Cathedral, they did work at jobs in 
the complex. The “kitchen” was an octagon, with several 
fireplaces & a “lantern” roof. Another interpreter asked us 
if we saw anything odd about it, & Bucky was immediately 
impressed by the ceiling’s asymmetrical construction: the 
ribs going up the lantern were rotated, twisted in a subtle 
spiral. According to the other docent, deliberately made that 
way to help create a draft to ventilate smoke & heat.

I liked the wall poster comment that the ashy bottom of 
the bread was for the regular folk & the upper half of the 
bread—the clean “upper crust”—went to guests. Bucky is 
sceptical that’s the real origin of the phrase.

Sometimes as many as 500 guests—the Glastonbury mon-
astery was one of two richest in England. They used 27,000 
loads of wood in three months in 1528; they cooked nearly 
everything in a large cauldron/s. In bags of vegetables on the 
side, in separate pots in the boiling water.

“Alyce Cleese” stepped out of character to tell us her grand-
father bought a house in 1913 that legend says was once part of 
the abbey. She has lived there, a few meters from Glastonbury 
Abbey, all her, life and it was apparent her whole life centered 
around this magnificent ruin. Fascinating.

From the cathedral we went to the Chalice Well, now in a 
peace garden—very lovely. The well itself is a short walk 
uphill through a garden setting; the water then runs downhill 
through various small pools and channels. At the Lion’s Head 
one can drink from the iron laden healing waters. Water 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glastonbury
http://www.glastonburyfestivals.co.uk/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glastonbury_Abbey
http://www.chalicewell.org.uk/
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never dries up & flowed to the Abbey & the town. Iron makes 
it run red. After we had walked up & back down, I bought an 
inexpensive, simple version of the well cover. Waited what 
seemed like forever for a lady to make a little purchase. In 
the meantime, Bucky had been walking about the lowest 
garden, & discovered an odd sound being made by the vent 
or little culvert where some of the spring water ran out under 
the garden wall. Air being sucked through made a buzzing 
noise, like a bee.

By then, to our amazement, the sun came out. When 
the sun comes out in Wiltshire, it is blindingly bright. This 
prompted us to walk to the Tor—hard going up & wildly windy 
as the top was reached. And Bucky was loaded down with our 
ponchos, guidebooks, mint sauce, bottles of water & jackets. 
The Tor is an odd hill suddenly rising from the level around it. 
The side you walk up is a long slope, & once on top the other 
sides fall away steeply.

The last abbot was hanged here in 1539. Beautiful views, but 
lonely. A lady with three dogs, funny & particularly eager to 
play. Saw them later back in town.

Home by an alternate route thru Wylie, supper in Great 
Wishford at the Royal Oak. Toad in the hole for Bucky, 
smoked mackerel appetizer, peppered steak for me, then 2 
miles to home.
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Day 7: Monday, May 14, 2007—Devizes Museum, Uffington White Horse, Ridgeway and Wayland’s Smithy

Up 9ish or earlier, cloudy, no rain, cool & breezy.
Today we drove to Devizes to the Museum—looking for the 

gold chest plate. We turned into a parking area that had 
an Information sign—turned out to be a laminated town 
map! Asked a pleasant town worker for help & found our way 
to town centre parking & the actual tourist central. Got a 
map & reparked because our free parking was only good two 
hours.

Oh no, first, coffee & apricot f lapjack, then repark. Then 
lunch at the Four Seasons pub—got my sausages, Bucky a 
beef & Stilton pie. Birthday party for an 18 year old girl—about 
20 girls. Then on to an old beat up museum—an old house? 
Full of stairs & with a leaky roof. Some nice bits—an antique 
cabinet topped by a model of Stonehenge—but the chest plate 
is a copy. Given the condition of the museum, a wise decision. 
Bucky asked if the original was ever on display? It might be 
going to a larger museum for a while sometime soon. The 
lady at the desk was very pleasant about answering Bucky’s 
questions. Guess he doesn’t look like a potential robber.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uffington_White_Horse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ridgeway
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wayland%2527s_Smithy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uffington_White_Horse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ridgeway
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wayland%2527s_Smithy
http://www.wiltshireheritage.org.uk/
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Wayland’s Smithy

Uffington White Horse

Then on to the Uffington White Horse. We parked in the car 
park & walked across a field—at first we thought there were 
black cows and maybe bulls in the field (I wearing my RED 
jacket!) but soon realized they were black-skinned sheep with 
dark chocolate wool. Climbing up to the horse was a bit of a 
slog, few people there, but a great view to Dragon Hill & the 
Manger. The back of the horse is very steep, hard going either 
direction. The sun really came out while we were at the horse. 
Took a picture of Bucky standing on the eye. His theory: the 
Neolithic people walked different paths up the hill to provide 
ceremonies for the people below. Iron Age Uffington Castle 
people thought the by then forgotten paths suggested the 
outline of a horse or a dragon—so they cut the paths into a 
horse or perhaps a dragon leaping from Dragon Hill, where 
other Uther Pendragon is supposedly buried.

We walked back to the car to find pavers in big machines 
working on the parking lot. After a pipi rustique we drove 
down the road to Woolstone & Bucky saw a sign for All Saints 
Church, so of course, on account of Yo, we had to stop. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uffington_White_Horse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ridgeway
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wayland%2527s_Smithy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uffington_White_Horse
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Wayland’s Smithy

All Saints Church, Woolstone

It was built (began) in 1190 & the flyer in the church was 
very informative about its history. We read there were medi-
eval scratch dials—supposedly two inside & seven outside. 
Bucky found one by the altar & another outside. Lots of graf-
fiti, now that we’re looking for it. A pretty little church with 
lots of green medieval glass in some of the windows.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uffington_White_Horse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ridgeway
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wayland%2527s_Smithy
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Ridgeway and Wayland’s Smithy 

Next, ’round to Coombe Beacon and the Ridgeway, on an 
expotition to Wayland’s Smithy. We were a little concerned to 
be parking by the side of a dirt road at the corner with the 
Ridgeway, a deserted dirt track. But all turned out well.

We walked ½ a mile or less south along the Ridgeway (the 
White Horse and associated Castle were about a mile or less 
north up the Ridgeway, but not visible behind a hill) & found 
Wayland’s Smithy. Bucky was looking to either side; once we 
took a little detour into the woods at a likely spot, but no bar-
row. After a few minutes, Bucky was concerned we wouldn’t 
find it. At just about the same time, we both called to each 
other. Bucky had spotted something on the right of the track. 
I had seen the sign saying “Wayland’s Smithy” on the left, 
pointing across the track! Oh brother! So that turned out to 
be pretty easy.

Quite a large barrow that was used for two sets of burials, 
the second built on top of the original. In a pretty grove of 
trees, with big stones around the edge of the barrow & huge 
uprights in the front.

Lots of birds and flowers on the Ridgeway: one with a red 
breast, but too jumpy to ID. We heard a cuckoo, tho didn’t 
see it. 

After Wayland’s Smithy, we went back to the White Horse 
Inn for supper—15th Century Inn. The supposed view of the 
White Horse (per Cadogan) was a glimpse from the back of 
the parking lot.

Cider & whiskey to finish up in the Boot Inn back in 
Winterbourne Stoke, or I suppose Berwick St. James. Some 
residents at the next table showed us dogs & cats wearing 
plastic cups in picture in cell phone. The owners turned out 

to know our hosts the Hearns & told us he had “something to 
do with” breaking the land speed record. Bucky remembered 
a picture in our cottage of a rocket powered car. We haven’t 
yet had a chance to ask the Hearns about it. I missed last call 
by a minute, & couldn’t get another whiskey, so we decided to 
call it a night & drove the mile home.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uffington_White_Horse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ridgeway
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wayland%2527s_Smithy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Ridgeway
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wayland%2527s_Smithy
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Up at 8:30 or 9 and got out about 10:30. Spitting rain in 
the morning after stars at night. Our day for silly business! 
First, drive to Castle Combe (Paul’s recommendation?) because 
it is supposed to be in the running to be a beautiful village of 
England. It borders the Cotswolds and is small & full of cute, 
rose & ivy covered thatched roof cottages. A market pavilion 
in the center of town & someone nearby selling turn of the 
century sepia prints of village life.

AH! On the way to CC, we passed through a small village 
called Tiddlywinks! Maybe 10 houses.

At  CC ,  We pa rked at  a  ma rked lot  on t he  ma in 
road, & walked downhill on a little lane, all greenery and 
woods. Weren’t sure from the sign in the parking lot if we 
were doing the right thing, but then some other tourists told 
us we were.

Castle Combe is tiny with a main sheet that branches at 
the pavilion. No tourist office—the gift shop lady provided 
info but the town info brochure was out of stock & at the 
printer. She told us about the history and how the houses 
were going for £ 100-200 in the 50s and 60s—now of course, 
much more expensive & subject to Council rules. She told us 
the big car park (where we parked with a few cars) was for the 
boat loads of summer tourists. Just past her shop was a little 
bridge over a stream, the site of filming some movie whose 
name we didn’t recognise.

Walked to the Roman bridge, on the way saw a couple of 
signs: “Please slow down—Ducks.” The Roman Bridge was 
small, sturdy & nondescript. Looked like it could last another 
few thousand years. Visited the little church St. Andrews. No 
scratch sundials found, but it did have a medieval clock; built 

over three centuries: 13th–15th. Up until 1985 the clock was 
in the bell tower & someone climbed up every day to reel the 
weight back up! With its Cotswald stone, roses, bridges & all, 
Castle Coombe is as nice as any French Beautiful Villages.

http://www.castle-combe.com/












Walking into Castle Combe.
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Lacock

Next, to Lacock, the town whose Abbey was the site for filming 
two Harry Potter movies. At the Lacock parking lot—huge, 
obviously ready for more than boatloads of summer tour-
ists!—the security lady found where we were from & told us 
her family is taking a driving trip in Oct. from Philadelphia 
to Charleston—she asked about stopping over in Baltimore, 
but we suggested Annapolis. We exchanged e-mail info so we 
can give her advice.

Bucky carried our picnic lunch, but of course by the time 
we got to Lacock it was drizzly rain, so we didn’t sit in the 
picnic area, but pushed on into town. And by the time we got 
into town, rain was really raining. We stopped at the cafeteria 
store to get postcards, have a coffee, avoid the rain. It cleared 
off to a little misty business in a few minutes.

Lacock was also beautiful—medieval, lots of half timber 
houses, with crooked roofs & leaning walls. Our main objec-
tive was the Abbey—the house was closed but we could see 
the grounds & cloister—this is what was used for HP. 

Before entering the Abbey, we decided to just stop & have 
our picnic lunch on a bench outside the gate—cheddar & goat 
cheeses, artichokes, bread, cider (2 kinds) tomatoes. It began 
to spit again, & Bucky held the umbrella over our heads as we 
ate. Phil Wells, a photographer, struck up a conversation with 
us & took our photo. His tutor was Lynn Silverman, who now 
lives & works in Baltimore. So many coincidences! Then into 
the Abbey.

 Two of the rooms off the cloister galleries were classrooms 
in the movie. We seem to remember reading that one, with an 
old cauldron in it, was Professor Snape’s classroom. Couldn’t 
tell from being there.

The most interesting part of this visit was the medallions 
all over the ceilings of the gallery—weird creatures & activi-
ties including a least 2 mermaids. Though no double tails. 
Walked around the Abbey building admiring the landscaping.

Then on to Stourhead—got there 5:15, in time for 90 minutes 
to walk around the garden/lake. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lacock
http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/lacock/
http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/stourhead/




“St Cyriac: Sharington badge & scorpion from his tomb, 1566. Sharington purchased the Abbey at the Dissolution and was 
responsible for converting it into the house it is now.”

























Approaching the Abbey.











We sat to have our picnic just outside the abbey gate, 
and struck up a conversation with Phillip Wells, photog-
rapher. He used Loie’s camera to take some pictures of us. 
Later he sent us a few pictures of his own.

http://cameraworks-photography.co.uk/component/option%2Ccom_frontpage/Itemid%2C1/
http://cameraworks-photography.co.uk/component/option%2Ccom_frontpage/Itemid%2C1/








Courtesy of Phillip Wells.
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Stourhead

Unbelievable! Fake Pantheon and Greek/Roman temples, 
a bridge from nowhere to nowhere, just to make views. 
Amazing quiet, fragrant, lush. Gigantic old rhododendrons in 
flower. Huge ancient trees. Mallard ducks, moon hens & daffy 
ducks in the lake. What a bunch of stuff!

Finally, back to the Ebbesbourne Wake and the Horseshoe Inn 
for our last pub supper. No Cumberland sausages, alas, but a 
nice big plate of beef in wine sauce & mushrooms (like sauer-
braten) for me & steak & apple pie for Bucky. A local ale–fizzy 
version & still version. A chat with the cook who also makes 
the desserts. When we couldn’t decide on one, she said she’d 
give us half of 2—plum crumble & butter bread pudding with 
a dollop of real whipped cream & vanilla ice-cream—Yikes!

Cup of jo for me—surprisingly good & the cream was 
cream colored—not dead white. The cook sat & chatted with 
us—she grew up in EW, moved away for some years, came 
back, now married & living in Alvediston & plans to live out 
her life here.

Notes from Ebbesbourne Wake Through The Ages by Peter 
Meers (2nd Ed).

In Saxon times, 826 BC, called Eblesburna. The Domesday 
Book (1086) describes it Ebleborn, in 1249 it appeared as 
Ebbelburn Wake. “The word “Ebbesbourne” clearly refers to 
the river on the banks of which the village stands, and this 
may have got its name from a man called Ebell who once 
owned the land through it flowed.” River has also been called 
the Ebele, the Chele, the Chalk or Chalke or even Stowford.

“The hundred”= a subdivision of the county originally 
100 hides. A hide originally represented the area of land 
required to support a peasant household with local variations. 

(10 acres= 1 furlong, 4 ferdal= 1 vergate: 4 vergates = 1 hide; 
varied from 40—160 acres). A hide is approx. the same as a 
carrucate, a measure of area used by the Danes and Normans. 
It was equivalent to the land ploughed by eight oxen.

Came home and mostly packed up. Heard the story of 
the robbers of 1/05. The Hearns had come home to find 
someone in their lane. Spoke to them—then the people pan-
icked & drove up the bank, along the top, down & out. They 
had stolen mom’s antiques & tracked in mud. Never caught/
recovered.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ebbesbourne_Wake
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Day 9: Saturday, October 21, 2006—Bari, Rome

Day 9: Wednesday, May 16, 2007—Return

We slept in a bit up 9ish, finished packing, chatted with the 
Hearns and Havoc the cat, Pip and Tilly. Left around 11, easy 
ride, easy thru LHR, with lunch at Gerard’s Brasserie at the 
airport. Toulouse sausages a mere shadow of venison bangers 
with garlicky but not buttery potatoes. Bucky had a tasty 
spicy lamb burger with goat cheese. Airborne, headed home.
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Living on the Land

Visiting Stourhead was a very nice lesson in how people can think 
about “the landscape.” Loie and I had been trying to reconcile the 
Modern Antiquarian’s wish to relate Avebury and Stonehenge to 
some putative “landscape” with our impressions of the places we’d 
been: Avebury, the White Horse, Wayland’s Smithy. Of course my 
experience of Stonehenge as a big stone prison did little to foster 
that idea. Driving through the Wiltshire countryside, farmed and 
managed for millenia, and then seeing Stourhead, manicured, with 
all its managed views and artificial embellishments, brought home 
the degree to which nature—in any sense of wild or working on its 
own, a natural landscape—had been eschewed in Britain since God 
knows when. 

The Uffington White Horse had obviously been placed in the, 
or a, landscape. The perfect little dell, with its oddly f lat topped 
Dragon Hill, the ridge along which the horse itself stretched, were a 
Place. Absolutely. But so was Stourhead a Place. Its little valley and 
wooded slopes were perfect for creating artificial Lakes, Settings 
and Views. None of which had anything to do with the real natural 
world. Even many of the plants and trees were imports from other 
ecologies.

Before we set off for the Megameet, Loie and I had watched a 
video about Stourhead, and I was particularly interested in several 
segments about how it had been allowed to become over grown for 
years and needed so much volunteer work to clean out many of the 
trees and woody shrubs that were now obscuring Views or inter-
fering with important plantings. Those scenes of the volunteers 
whacking away with billhooks and dragging brush struck a chord 
with me.

When Loie and I moved to Lake Drive, now over fifteen years 

ago, we had visions of landscaping: of making a walking path 
through our woods, of clearing and planting. Our hikes in the 
Shenk’s Ferry wildflower woods had filled our heads with thoughts 
of our streambanks covered in trillium and rue anemone. It didn’t 
take long for me to get interested in trying to eradicate the invasive 
plants that smothered so many of our trees, and were threatening 
to take over our lawn.

All That D*mn Work
It also didn’t take long for us to learn how much damn work 
anything like that would have to be. We gathered some few little 
wildf lowers from roadsides where they were relatively abundant, 
taking care not to remove too many, not to wipe out any stands. 
After a few years, we had no more wildflowers than we had planted 
In some cases, we didn’t even have the ones we had planted: rabbits 
and groundhogs and deer saw to that. The few that did manage to 
survive weren’t spreading. A little more reading taught us that takes 
decades, perhaps hundreds of years.

After two years, we could no longer find the first path we cut 
through our woods: rampant tangles of brambles saw to that. We 
had just about broken our backs, and I did break my old truck, 
chopping and pulling the invasive plants. We had created burning 
piles that, in total, would have filled our house. (The last one is still 
rotting away, getting overgrown itself. The county won’t let us burn 
any more: EPA regulations.)

I spoke to several people from state agencies about creating a 
wildf lower meadow on some of our land. It could be done, they 
told me. Then it would have to be burned off every couple of years 
to prevent the woody weeds from taking over. That’s succession, 
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and it’s inexorable. No one could guarantee the state agencies 
would still be funding the help, and giving the permits, to burn a 
wildflower meadow in the future.

“If you’ve got a local farmer who wants to use the land, let him. 
That’s the best use for this patch right now.” So Farmer Neighbor 
Roger farms a little bit of our property, and saves me from having to 
mow it.

For a few years, I let some patches grow up all summer and 
mowed them once a year. They were soon full of brambles and 
invasive plants. True, each of these patches had some native trees 
beginning to sprout. The two or three acre “woody oldfield” area 
between our lawn and the woods has gone from an impenetrable 
mass of brambles and invasive plants to something that now looks 
like woods. But I’ve learned there’s no in between. You either have 
woods, or you mow lawn. 

Living with the Land
Nature doesn’t behave. It’s wild. You don’t get what you want from 
Nature. You either take what it gives you, or break your back trying 
to make it do what you want. And in the long run, if what you want 
it to do isn’t compatible with your natural landscape—your climate, 
your topography, the animals and birds that already live there or 
are willing to move in—Nature won’t keep doing what you want, 
no matter how hard you work.

The ancient people must have known this, in spades. They were 
trying to get a living from nature without the—dubious, consider-
ing my wrecked truck—benefit of modern machines. They might 
have been interested in a “landscape” in the Stourhead sense. That 
is, a landscape that had been wrestled and beaten into submission. 
After millenia of labor chopping immense trees with stone axes, 
plowing or scratching seeds into the dirt with wooden sticks, 

constant vigilance to keep off the animals and birds, how much 
respect could they have had for a natural landscape? Well, “respect” 
in the sense of wariness of an adversary. Fear, maybe. Distrust. 
Thankfulness for small favors, grudgingly granted. Awe of the 
power of the landscape, certainly, to make their lives miserable, and 
yes, all right, joy when Nature was bountiful.

It’s not surprising to me that Stonehenge was abandoned. By 
that time, people had figured out that if they were going to live in 
a human world, they didn’t need Stonehenge. They just needed to 
work.
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